The propagation of an isolated mesoscale eddy onto a western bounding topographic slope is examined through the ~ of a two-layer, primitive equation, numerical model. Variable parameters in the study are senR of rotation (cyclonic/anticyclonic), vertical stn)Cture (baroclinic, barotropic), and layer thickness ratio (H1/H2). Eddy size and S~gth (rotational velocity) and frictional parameterization are fixed.
clinic modes as influenced by this particular form of bottom topography and its effect on eddy motion. Results are obtained using a two-layer, semi-implicit numeriCal technique. Eddy size is fixed in the study but velocity shear and mean layer thickness ratio between the layers is not.
We will first briefly summarize the pertinent aspects of previous investigations of mesoscale eddies in Section 1. Section 2 is devoted to a description of the numeriCal scheme, its testing and initial conditions. Results obtained in the study are found in Section 3. The possible application of results to Gulf of Mexico Loop Cun-ent eddies is considered in Section 4, followed by conclusions in Section 5.
Introduction
The role of mesoscale eddies such as Gulf Stream rings in the general circulation of the oceans has been the subject of numerous recent investigations (Semtner and Mintz, 1977; Holland, 1978) . In order to undes tand fully their importance on large scales. however, we must exaIriine their behavior in isolation. The motion and decay of individual eddies with scales appropriate to the mesoscale have been examined analytically (Aierl. 1977) . numerically (McWilliams and Flierl. 1979; Mied and Lindemann. 1979; HaustieD, 1981; Smith and Reid, 1982) . and in the laboratory (Firing and Beardsley. 1976) . Despite these numerous investigations other fac.-tors, specifically topographic influences. which may be important in the dynamics of these features. remain to be fully investigated. Isolated Gulf Stream rings have been observed to propagate onto continental shelf/slope regions (Cbeney and Richardson, 1976) . With the exception of Haustien (1981) . none of the above studies have considered the effect of bottom topography on isolated eddy motion or decay. This paper seeks to examine the behavior of baroclinic and barotropic eddies as influenced by a linearly sloping bottom topography. We will examine the interactions between barotropic and first baro-
Previous studies
The effects of eddy size and strength and variable friction on isolated eddy propagation and decay have been well documented in previous numerical inVe8" ' tigations (McWilliams and Flieri, 1979; Mied and Lindemann, 1979; Haustien. 1981; Smith and Reid, 1982) . Concerning the motion first, it is known that a liilear eddy of mesoscale dimensions on a beta-plane will propagate westward and disperse rapidly as dispersive Rossby waves (Flier!, 1977) . The westward propagation speeds associated with ring centers have been predicted analytically (Flierl, 1977) and confirmed numerically (Smith and Reid, 1982) . In addition, westward ~ ~ted with eddy energy JOURNAL OF PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY VOLUME 13 presence of the nonlinear tenns and estimate modal transfer rates for a variety of eddy sizes, strengths and fractional barotropic component. They find small but generally positive transfer from the baroclinic to the rapidly dispersing barotropic mode. Modal coupling can enhance or oppose the westward propagation of the eddy depending on initial conditions. However, an evolution to a barotropic state is not observed with the lower layer expressions decaying rapidly like dispersive Rossby waves. Both Mied and Lindemann (1979) and McWilliams and Flierl (1979) conclude that there is a general trend toward deep compensation for any vortex with significant baroclinic component, i.e., an evolution to an upper-ocean eddy.
This appears to be due to ineffective vortex stretching for a small mean layer thickness ratio (H1/H2) and rapid dispersion in the lower layer. These trends toward eddies trapped in the upper ocean seem to contradict the "barotropic cascade" observed in numerical experiments by Rhines (1977) and in the general circulation studies of Holland (1978) . From these experiments there is a complex dependency of the ocean on the nonlinearity of the flow (Rossby number Ro) and the scale of the topography (6) with the ratio of the barotropic to baroclinic energy being a monotonic function of the ratio Ro/6 (Veronis, 1981) . Also it appears that the interaction between modes in a two-layer system is most efficient at wavelengths near the first internal radius of deformation. Rhines (1977) , however, points out that eddy isolation can be a barrier to the barotropic cascade, as horizontal two-dimensional turbulent cascading about the internal Rossby radius is necessary for transfer of energy to larger scales. Haustien (1981) examineS the role of topography on cyclonic eddy motion and decay for eddies with different vertical structures using a two-layer quasigeostrophic model. His results show that the path of the baroclinic eddy center is more westward and less no~ward for simulations with a shelf slope bottom topography resembling the Blake Plateau and slope region. In addition, he finds that the presence of the topographic slope can inhibit upslope propagation of the barotropic mode. a. Numerical techn~que and enstrophy moments have been derived analytically and numerically (Smith and Reid, 1982) . These studies show that propagation speeds increase with increasing linear ring size but are limited in magnitude by a maximum Rossby wave phase speed (-fJRd2) for first internal Rossby radius of deformation Rd.
As vortex strength is increased (increased rotational velocity and hence increased amplitude), eddy westward propagation speed is augmented. In addition, the eddy acquires a nonlinear meridional component of motion which increases with increasing eddy strength. The meridional component of motion arises out of initial dispersion tendencies in the eddy, which prevents the eddy from maintaining circular symmetry on the fJ-plane. As the longer wavelength RO$by components of the eddy travel faster, there is a weakening of gradients on the leading western side of the eddy and steepening of gradients on the trailing eastern side. This asymmetry in the field favors advection in the direction of the flow on the trailing side of the vortex (northward for cyclones, southward for anticyclones). A balance develops in the nonlinear eddy between advective processes and dispersion, inhibiting ring decay through Rossby wave dispersion. Other dynamical balances can provide for eddy longevity for eddies much larger than the internal radius of deformation (Matsuura and Yamagata, 1982) . With the exception of this latter work directed at larger eddies, the foregoing propagation tendencies apply to isolated eddies in quiescient oceans. Nof (1982) suggests that isolated eddy motion in the deep ocean may be dictated by large-sCale advection.
An unusual eastward propagating eddy structure has occurred in several of the previous numerical experiments. This "modon" structure, which is composed of a barotropic vortex pair and a superimposed baroclinic cyclone, is known to be an exact solution to the quasi-geostrophic equations (Larichev and Reznik. 1976; Flierl et ai., 1980) . These structures have evolved in the experiments of McWilliams and Flierl 0979) and Mied and Lindemann (1979) for initial pure baroclinic eddy distributions. Modons are also nondispersive features which can propagate eastward at speeds greater than fJ~2, as a result of mutual advective tendencies between the barotropic vortex pair.
The effect of the fractional barotropic component on eddy motion and decay has also been addressed in the previous numerical investigations. Mied and Lindemann (1979) found that as eddies became more barotropic, they disperse and decay more rapidly. Both zonal and meridional components of motion of the eddy center are observed to increase with increasing fractional barotropic component. Concerning energy transfer between vertical modes over a flat bottom, McWilliams and Flierl (1979) note that modal coupling between modes is only through the All simulations are perfonned on a staggered grid utilizing a semi-implicit fonnulation of the equations of motion for a two-year ocean. The physical domain of the region being modeled is square: 738 km on a side with 18 km resolution for a given variable. The semi-implicit scheme (Kwizak and Robert. 1971 ) has been extensively used in ocean coastal upwelling studies (O 'Brien and Hurlburt, 1972) and most recently in the Gulf of Mexico Loop Current model of Hurlburt and Thompson (1980) . Many of the detailS of Smith (1980) found that profiles other than Gaussian can be barotropically unstable. Model verification is possible through the known characteristics of linear Gaussian eddies. Flierl ( 1977) predicted analytically the westward propagation speeds of linear Gaussian eddies as a function of eddy size. Smith and Reid (1982) expand this result to include westward propagation speed for eddy energy and enstrophy centroids again as a function of eddy size. These previous analytic results for linear Gaussian eddies are compared with results from the semi-implicit scheme for a linear Gaussian vortex (case LRGC). Eddy size is normalize.d by the Rossby radius in these previous studies. Nondimensional size ('Y = L/ RJ in this study is fixed at approximately 1.0 as L is fixed at 50 km and ~ is either 46 or 56 km. Table 1 Shows the comparison of this semi-implicit result with the analytically predicted westward speeds of Flier 1 (1977) and Smith and Reid (1982) . The good agreement indicates the correct quantitative behavior of linear dispersive Rossby waves in the discrete numerical system. slope are compared with a corresponding fiat-bottom case with otherwise identical parameters. Bottom topography used in all simulations with topography is a simple linear bottom, sloping upward to the west with unifonn contours aligned in the north-south directi,on. Dimensions of the topography are shown in Fig. I . The magnitude of the slope, -1%, is similar in degree to Haustien's (1981) , although a simpler functional fonn of bottom toPography is chosen here. For computational reasons, the topography is contained entirely in the lower layer.
a. Preliminary considerations
Before discussing the results of the nonlinear simulations, an examination of some simple physical propagation tendencies of nonlinear eddies is in order. These tendencies are discussed separately for the purpose of understanding the simple qualitative arguments to follow. The most apparent propagation tendencies are ~ted with planetary .8, topographic.8 (.8T)' and nonlinear self advection (NL). Fig.  3 shows schematically the vectors ~ted with these tendencies for cyclones and anticyclones in the presence of planetary beta and topographic beta associated with an upsloping bottom to the west with north-south contours as we are USing here. The fundamental difference between planetary and topographic beta cases is that the nonlinear advective tendency associated with dispersive steepening on the wake side of the eddy acts meridionally in the beta plane and zonally for our topo~phic slope. The combined effect of the two beta effects will, of course, be intermediate between these extremes, but the important point is that NL will have a zonal as well as meridional component, ie., the topographic slope can realign the NL vector. This is because dispersive induced asymmetry in the eddy can be the combined To verify the correct behavior of the topography in the numerical code, we examine the motion of a linear barotropic anticyclone (LBTACD) on an fplane over an equivalent beta topographic slope. The form of this topography is given bỹ x) = -ax, (1.4) where a = jj fJ / f 0 for mean ocean depth jj ( = 5000 m) and mid-basin Conolis parameter f o. Here f 0 is based on a latitude of 37°N. Fig. 2 shows the evolution of a linear barotropic anticyclone over this form of topography on an fplane. The initially barotropic eddy was not constrained to remain barotropic and developed some baroclinicity as is evident in the pycnocline height anomaly (Fig. 2b) . The only propagation tendency is induced by the topographic slope and, since the eddy is linear, it exhibits characteristics of linear dispersive waves similar to that of a linear cyclone on a flat bottom fJ-plane. The eddy speed is approximately -1.62 km day-t (Uo/cm = 0.15) along contours of the topography, in good agreement with approximately Uo/cm = 0.13 given by Flierl (1977) for a linear barotropic eddy on a fJ-plane.
We have thus demonstrated that the model correctly predicts linear ring propagation and dispersion as influenced by planetary and topographic beta effects. We now proceed to the more interesting and realistic situation of nonlinear eddies propagating onto topography. Table 2 shows the initial characteristics of the nonlinear eddies simulations in this study. The simulations are classified based on their initial configuration: upper ocean, barotropic, and lower ocean eddies. In each c~, eddy simulations with the topographic~, --, , --Ĩ~7l .../ '1':: 1 "-" The propagation tendencies of eddies contained initially entirely in the upper layer are discussed in this section. Since the topography is contained entirely in the lower layer, one might intuitively expect an uppel' layer eddy to propagate independent of topography. For the fonn of topography we have chosen here, this seems to be correct.
Nonlinear eddy simulations
For our standard layer thickness ratio (Hl/H2 = 0.25), we find no noticeable differences between upper layer eddy simulations with (RGCD) and without (ROC) topography. The eddies have vertical structure which is initially compensated in the lower layer, but the lower layer is not constrained to remain motionless. Fig. 4 , although for a similar upper ocean case discussed below, shows contours of potential vorticity, streamfunction, and sea surface and pycnocline height anomaly, which are qualitatively representative of the evolution of all upper-ocean cyclones in this section. The method of calculation of stream function is discussed in Appendix B. Propagation is to the north (NL) and west (P) at nearly constant speed. As noted by McWilliams and Flierl (1979) for mixed mode vortices, nonlinear modal coupling is necessary for the maintenance of compensation. In the linear case, the differences in barotropic and baroclinic dispersion characteristics woUld eliminate coherent evolution of such a feature. Hence the eddy tends to remain compensated and propagates unaltered by the topographic slope. The weak lower layer (V2 < 0.05 m S-I) features which develop in both of these upper-layer eddy cases appear identical, with characteristics of weak dispersive R~by waves. Though westward (,8 induced) propagation speed is comparable with that in previous studies, effect of planetary and topographic beta propagation tendencies. The physical reality of these simple arguments is that we might expect cyclones to have onshore propagation tendencies, whereas anticyclones may have offshore propagation tendencies for strong enough rotational flow (large NL). Some simple scaling may indicate the relative importance of bottom topography and nonlinearity in these eddy dynamics. Following Rhines (1969) , one can estimate the relative effect of topographic and planetary betas as restoring forces for linear barotropic Rossby waves. The ratio of these beta effects is estimated by .Br/.B ~ ofo/a.B = 100 for fractional height 0 of topography in the water column and horizontal scale a of topography. Hence there should be significant topographic control for weak eddies with significant barotropic components. Nonlinearity, however, has been shown to playa dominant role in isolated eddy dynamics. Its importance relative to topography can be estimated by Rolo = 0.5, for Rossby number Ro, = vi f L, where v is the current velocity, f the Conolis parameter and L a representative length scale for the flow. Hence, nonlinearity is also an order one quantity. We may thus expect nonlinearity and topographic beta to give the primary propagation tendencies for strong (large Ro) isolated eddies with barotropic components. northward (NL induced) speed is not limited by 1f4,8R} as o~ed by McWilliam.c and Hied (1979) for "equivalent barotropic" eddies. As they note, slight modal interaction can augment the meridional motion over that of a single mode baroclinic structure. Table A 1 gives estimates of eddy zonal and meridional average velocities for this and subsequent simulations.
Since there were no discernible differences between upper-ocean eddy cases with and without to~phy for the standard layer thickness ratio (HI/Hz = 0.25), an additional upper-ocean eddy case was performed 'IJ""""'~(b~~)""""""1 O. 7. 13. 20. 27. 33. 40. 0 FkJ. 4. (CtNlti1flllti) form with depth. Although this vertical structure is not typical of mesoscale eddies, the simulations may give theoretical insight into vertical modal interactions as influenced by topography. As will be shown, this form of initiaIiz~tion can give rise to eastward propagating eddy structures with behavior similar to the modon structures di~ in the Introduction. The evolution of barotropic eddies in two-layer (and two-mode) flat bottom oceans bas been well examined (McWilliams and F1ierl, 1979; Mied and Lindemann, 1979) . For comparisons with topographic simulations to follow, we briefly show characteristics of an initially barotropic anticyclone over a Oat bottom (BT Aq. In this case (Fig. 5 ) motion is to the southwest consistent with FIg. 3a for anticyclones. Unlike the upper ocean eddy cases, however, the meridional component of eddy center motion is greater than twice the magnitude of the westward velocity, consistent with the results of McWilliams and F1ierl (1979) . At later times, both components decreased noticeably, indicating response to the noslip boundary condition. For this reason, eddy speeds in the following discuBons are based on averages at intermediate times (day 10-30). Mied and Lindemann (1979) for the same degree of nonlinearity (Q) in barotropic eddy simulations find meridional and zonal velocity components of -5 and 2.7 kIn day-I, respectively. There is thus reasonable agreement for nonlinear eddy speeds between the studies. The greater dispersive nature of barotropic eddies and the tendency for barotropic eddies to remain barotropic (both noted in previous studies) are apparent in Fig. S and in energy decay in the upper and lower layers (Table A2) .
For a barotropic anticyclone propagating onto to--pography (BT ACD, Fig. 6 ), motion in both layers is initially toward the west-(Uo < -2 kIn day-I) due to ,8, with a southward nonlinear advective (NL) induced motion (vo < -2 kIn day-I). The presence of topography, however, limits the westward motion and gives the vortex a southward, topographic betainduced motion. The characteristic trailing dispenion center is thus realigned as discussed earlier by the combined effect of the competing beta effects. In this case, the result is a steepening of gradients on the northern trailing edge where velocities are directed offshore. As the traiIing cyclone strengthens, it acts mutually with the original anticylone to advect the pair to the east by virtue of an offshore directed NL component. The strengthening of the cyclone is consistent with conservation of potential vorticity as it is advectcd away from topography into deeper water. A secondary onshore NL tendency is induced by a barotropic cyclone to the south of the initial anticyclone. This cyclone unable to propagate upslope evolves to an upper layer feature and dissipates, independent of the eastWard propagating vortex pair. Note the absence of diSDeBive tendenci~ in the lower with increased layer thickness ratio (=0.66). The interface in this case (RGCD 2) is thus within SOO m of the top of the topographic slope. The evolution of the eddy is shown in Figs. 4a-f . The propagation speed of the eddy center is increased over that of the standard cases in conjunction with the increased Rossby radius (56 km). but nondimensional velocity is only slightly different (Table A I ). From Fig. 4g . one can see that after an initial adjustment perloo eddy velocity is nearly constant for the 4O-day simulation. A slight slowing tendency near the end of the simulation is apparently associated with the no-slip wall boundary condition. Weak features can be seen to evolve in the lower-layer streamfunction (Fig. 4) due to vortex stretching which is more efficient for increased layer thickn~ ratio. This is also evident in increased fmallower-layer kinetic energy for this case over that with smaller layer thickness ratio. These lower-layer features are maintained only over the flat bottom portion of the basin. Baroclinic kinetic energy (BCKE) decreased -~ relative to negligible loss of barotropic kinetic energy (BTKE). McWi]1iams and Flierl (1979) observe a small but p0s-itive energy transfer from the baroclinic to the more rapidJy dispemng barotropic field for initialJy compensated eddies.
Since the Gaussian eddy distributions studied here are stab]e features, energy transfer during a given simulation is a monotonic function of time. For this reason. resuJts can be summarized with initial and final energy values. Table A2 summarizes these energy values for all simulations.
Upper-ocean eddies in this two-layer ocean mooe] then tend to remain compensated and propagate uninfluenced by topography in the lower layer. The applicability of these results may be limited by the fact that the interface is not allowed to intersect the topographic slope. We will comment on this limitation in Section 4.
c. Barotropic eddies
In this section we examine the evolution of bar0-tropic eddies with velocity distribution initially uni-. proximately 4.8 kID day-l (Uo/Cm = 1.44) with nondimensional speed (Uo/Cm) ranging from 1.0 to 2.0. Distance between streamfunction extrema is approximately 130-145 kID. Specifically the term "modon" refers to a structure which represents an exact solution to the quasi-geostrophic equations. Although the eastward propagating vortex pair which arises here is qualitatively similar to a modon, additional work is necessary to detennine under which circumstances a true modon evolves. The relation between barotropic streamfunction magnitude ~y, (= y,--I/I~, distance between vortex centers (I) and eastward propagation velocity ("0) for modons have been examined by Aier! et aI. (1980) . layer flow (Fig. 6d) . No significant flow develops in the lower layer over the topographic slope. The final barodinic kinetic energy value (BCKE , Table A2) indicates the evolution of some baroclinicity as 0p-posed to the corresponding case without topography (BTAC).
This eastward propagann~ structure is similar to that observed in numerical experiments by McWilliams and Aierl (1979) , although their eastward propaaating m<Xion solution was the result of different initial conditions. In their modon case, the strucana as the result of reverse Bows in the upper and lower layers, specifically an anticyclone initiallỹ nte:red over a cyclone. Here, propagation of the vortex pair to the east between day 16 and 40 is ap- """""""R"""""""""""'.
;" " " a . 
40
Vorticity plots (FIg. 6a,b) show a trailing wake of small scale vorticity behind the eastward propagating vortex »air. In the case of modons, McWIlliams et al.( 1981) find that this can occur due to the difference between the continuous modon and its discrete finite difference representation. They also find in resolution experiments that 20 points per modon diameter (I) is necessary to correctly predict modon speed in numerical experiments. Here the eastward propagating system is represented by -10 points. Fmer resolution eddy-topography interaction experiments may be necessary to examine this possible modon-genesis mechanis~.
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in the previous studies are the result of different initial Conditions. the experiments proceed comparably at intennediate times. At later times the McWilliams and Flierl (1979) madon weakened, and the upper cyclone shifted over the southern barotropic anticyclone and separated to the southwest from the northern barotropic cyclone. Presumably, this behavior may have happened here had the ex~riment been of longer duration. We will further examine these eastward propagating structures in the next section (lower ocean eddies). As will be seen. lower ocean anticyclones can also evolve to mutually advecting e(fdy pairs in respo~ to topography. In conjunction with the eastward propagation, we find slightly greater kinetic energy dissipation. This appears to be due to stronger ca-~ding of enstrophy to smaller scales where dissipation is more efficient. This is consistent with the nonlinear nature of modons. Additiorially, the ill resolved modon-genesis leaves trailing small scale vorticity, as already discussed. Small scale features are evident in the pycnocline height anomaly for this case (Fig. 6f) Not all barotropic eddies studied here, however, resulted in eastward propagation as in BTACD. A simulation with rev~ rotation (BTCD) gave qualitatively different results. Figure 7c ,d shows stream function for the upper and lower layers of this case. By our earlier propagation tendency arguments, a barotropic cyclone will have onshore directed NL as is clear in the streamfunction distribution (Fig.. 7d) at I = 8, 16, 24. This northwest NL tendency augments the westward tendency taking the cyclone west at a speed ;a.-.8R} and overcomes the topographic .8T, moving the eddy northward (3 kID day-I).
The lower layer in this case exhibits features of dispersive linear eddies unlike its anticyclonic counterpart (BTACD). The dominant lower eddy is continually being replaced by its trailing eddy of reverse rotation. This sequence of predominantly westward motion suggests the lower motion is controlled by the more dispersive barotropic Rossby wave dynamics. The fmal state in the upper layer is a vortex pair with mutual advective tendencies toward the western boundary. Most lower layer motion is restricted to the Oat bottom portion of the basin. The presence of topography in this case also resulted in slight energy transfer from barotropic to baroclinic modes (~ final BCKE, Table A2 ). Final APE/KE (available potential energy/kinetic energy) ratio in this case is 3% compared with essentially no APE growth in the Oat bottom barotropic case.
To summarize the barotropic eddy results then, "it find slightly greater kinetic energy ~pation. This appears to be due to stronger ~~~ng of enstrophy to smaller scales where ~pation is more efficient. This is consistent with the nonlinear nature of madons. Additionally, the ill resolved modon-genesis leaves trailing small scale vorticity, as already djs.. c~ Small scale features are evident in the pycnocline height anomaly for this case (Fig. 6f) .
To summarize the barotropic eddy results then, it appears that the presence of a topographic upslope to the west can induce eastward motion for anticyclones and westward motion for cyclones. Thus, cyclones may have more of a tendency for being coast.-ally trapped than anticyclones of equal strength. Longer duration of eddy activity may be expected for anticyclon~ impinging on a western bounding slope, due to the nondispersive nature of the resulting madon-like eddy structures. Dispersive features over the Oat bottom portion of the basin tend to remain bar0-tropic (as in previous studies), but weak flows over the topographic slope evolve to upper layer features. Hence a barotropic to baroclinic transfer is induced by the topography, as is evident in baroclinic kinetic energy growth for these cases (Table A2 ).
d. Lower ocean eddies
In this section we show that eddies with lower layer expl'e §ion behave initially as barotropic structures, Smith (1980) noted that there was an adjustment period in Gaussian eddies during which the eddies apparently evolved to a more preferred nonlinear dynamical balance. During this period (approximately 5 days in those experiments), an eddy propagation velocity increased to a quasi-steady state value (see also Fig. 4g ). To test the hypothesis that the observed eastward propagating vortex pair occurred as the result of a similar dynamical imbalance, an additional LACD experiment was Performed. In this case (LACD2), the eddy was initialized at a location further offshore, giving the vortex ample time to equilibmte over the fiat bottom. Although the eastward reflection was not as complete, the basic result appears qualitatively the same. We thus conclude that the eastward propagation tendencies here are not due to a nonlinear dynamical imbalance in the initial state.
As in the case of a barotropic cyclone (BTCD), we find that a lower ocean cyclone (LCD) can also be SEPrEWBER 1983 DAVID C. SMITH IV AND J J. O'BRIEN coastally trapped in the presence of a western bounding topography (Fig. 9) . The NL tendency is directed upslope and toward the north as in ~ BTCD. Hence the eddy moves northwestward, evolving with time to an upper layer feature. Here lower Jayer dis.-persion and dissipation (Table A2 ) is comparable to that in the corresponding barotropic ~ (BTCD). The evolving upper Jayer anticyclone, however, retains its pattern throughout the 4O-day period (more so than case BTCD), with its lower layer expression being compensated by reverse interfacial tilting. At intennediate times this anticyclone is advected over the dispersing lower layer cyclone. By day 40 an upper ocean dipole exists with southwestward NL. In a longer simulation we would expect this upper ocean pair to return to the south along the boundary.
Lower ocean eddies represent a mixed mode structure. For this reason. it is difficult to determine mOOal energy transfer (from Table A2 amination of a modal transfer function (as done by McWilliams and Flieri, 1979) . Additionally, basin wide energy statistics may not be representative of local energy conversion associated with the isolated eddy. A more in depth study of modal energy transfer induced by topography in nonlinear eddies will be reported at a later time. In summary, for eddies initialized entirely in the lower layer, the propagation tendencies are similar to that seen for barotropic eddies. These tendencies are dominated initially by barotropic dynamics (case c, Fig. 3) . Anticyclones in the lower layer can show eastward propagation induced by their eastward directed nonlinear self-advection. In addition, for anticyclones the eastward reflection sequence may leave upper layer cyclones of significant strength which can propagate independent of topography; hence, onto a continental shelf region. For cyclones nonlinearity augments the westward velocity component allowing the eddy to move upslope. The dynamics become controlled by upper layer balances (case a; Fig. 3 ) as the eddy becomes compensated. Cheney and Richardson (1976) observed the propagation of a cyclonic Gulf Stream ring onto the western bounding Blake Plateau «1000 m). The eddy appeared to have most of its structure in the upper 1500 m, with velocities as large as 1.0 m 8-1 decaying to 5 cm 8-1 at 1000 m (relative to 1500 m). The eddy diameter decayed from 158 to 110 km during the 5-month observation period. Although decay of the vortex appeared to increase significantly, the slope had little effect on the 2 km day-J movement of the ring. This is consistent with the upper ocean eddy experiments here. However the eddy moved consistently southwest during its propagation through the Sargasso Sea and up the slope, indicating that other factors (most likely large-scale advection) may contribute to direction of propagation.
Applications
Anticyclones are known to originate from the barotropically unStable Gulf of Mexico Loop Current and propagate into the western Gulf (Hurlburt and Thompson, 1980) . Figure 10 (from Merrell and Morrison, 1980) shows a single realization of such a feature centered offshore of the 1000 m contour. Note the presence of a cyclone of comparable size and strength to the north of the anticyclone. Although the scale of the eddies are greater than tliose chosen in this study, results here may be qualitatively applicable to this physical phenomenon. Our results would suggest that the trailing cyclone exists as a signature of dispersion. The strong gradients which exist between the eddies may give eastward propagation tendencies or counter the southwestward planetary and topographic beta propagation tendencies to give a Stationary vortex pair. Although time-dependent information is not available, this feature is seen in other years near the same location (Brooks and Legeckis, 1982) .
The approximate upper layer thickness value (HI) for these eddies is 250 m, assuming the pycnocline is rep'resented by the 150 isotherm. This value, although smaller than that in simulations here, appears close to intersecting contours of bottom topography only on the western edge of the system. OUr model assumption of topography contained entirely in the lower layer appears reasonable in this case. Since by our results, cyclones should be more likely to propagate onto a western bounding slope than anticyclones, the question of the pycnocline intersecting the bottom topography may be more pertinent in problems involving cyclone propagation onto shelf regions than anticyclones. It is important to realize that other factors not represented in the study (bottom friction, wind forcing, mean advection, instabilities) may be important in eddy propagation and decay and may act in conjunction with the simple propagation tendencies is0-lated in this study. We have shown through the use of some simple physical concepts and a two-layer nwnerical model how cyclones and anticyclones respond to a simple western bounding bottom topography. Beta (either planetary or topographic) induced dispersion can pr0-duce asymmetric distributions for an eddy which then give the eddy a nonlinear self-advective tendency. This tendency, which can dominate the motion over planetary and topographic beta-effects, many be offshore for anticyclones and onshore for cyclones pr0-vided the eddies have significant barotropic components or lower layer expressions to feel the topography. Cyclones may thus have westward propagation velocities greater than maximum Rossby wave phase speeds. Anticyclones of sufficient strength may evolve to eastward propagating vortex pairs. This would suggest that cyclones are more likely to propagate onto a continental shelf than anticyclones. Cyclones and anticyclones may thus play significantly different roles in energy distribution and frictional ~pation in western boundary current regions. Oearly other effects (eddy-eddy interaction, instabilities or coastal boundaries) may induce asymmetries in eddies and hence self-advective tendencies in any direction. Much additional work needs to be done concerning how eddies would respond to th~ effects.
As otR;rved in previous studies, there is a tendency toward deep compensation for eddies that are not entirely barotropic. Barotropic eddies remain bar0-tropic and exhibit a greater dispersive nature. In contrast to slight baroclinic-to-barotropic nonlinear energy transfer noted by McWilliams and Flierl (1979) for two-layer fiat bottom eddies, we find that a slight transfer in the opposite direction can occur due to topography. 
